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In the present study, the equivalence of paper and
pencil assessment versus computer assessment of
two self-administered questionnaires was investi-
gated by means of a randomized cross-over design.
Therefore, 105 out-patients with diabetes were invited
to participate; 76 patients completed both the
computer and the paper and pencil version of the
Well-being Questionnaire (WBQ) and the Diabetes
Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire (DTSQ) in a
randomized order, with a mean interval of 7 days. The
scales showed high test–retest correlations and the
means, dispersions, kurtosis and skewness were
found to be approximately the same in both versions.
In both modes of assessment, the depression and the
energy scale proved to be sensitive for carry-over
effects, resulting in better well-being scores at the
second measurement. Almost all subjects reported
that using the personal computer in the realization of
a questionnaire was easy. It is concluded that the
paper and pencil and the computerized versions of
the WBQ and DTSQ can be considered equivalent.
Therefore, the norms and cut-off scores obtained
from paper and pencil assessments can be used in
computerized versions of the WBQ and DTSQ and
vice versa.

Key words: Diabetes mellitus; computer-assisted
assessment; equivalence; well-being; satisfaction with
treatment.

Introduction

In 1989, a meeting was organized by the World Health
Organization and the International Diabetes
Federation. At the end of this meeting, the delegates of
(almost) all governments in Europe adopted a
statement of intents and recommendations: the St
Vincent Declaration. Main treatment targets were
formulated, such as the reduction of complications of
diabetes. It was also recommended improving the
quality of psychosocial care of people with diabetes.
The implementation of this guideline requires
monitoring procedures of psychological well-being
and treatment satisfaction. In the St Vincent
Declaration it is suggested using the Well-being
Questionnaire (WBQ) and the Diabetes Treatment
Satisfaction Questionnaire (DTSQ) for this purpose.1–3

Monitoring psychological well-being and treatment
satisfaction by frequently administering two paper
and pencil questionnaires to a large number of
patients is time-consuming. With the development of
personal computers, an alternative, more efficient
method of data collection has become available. For
example, patients can be instructed by the computer
and the number of missing values can be reduced to
zero. A disadvantage of paper and pencil question-
naires is the manual computation of sum scores,
which is time-consuming and can be a source of error.
A computer can be programmed to calculate sum
scores very quickly and with no mistakes.
Furthermore, sum scores can be automatically
compared with available norm scores.

In the current study, computerized versions of the
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WBQ and DTSQ were developed. The question then
arises as to whether computerized and paper and
pencil tests are equivalent. One can imagine that
factors such as ‘the subject’s experience with
computers’ or ‘the subject’s attitude towards
computers’ could have an influence on the subject’s
scores. Moreover, items are often presented ‘one by
one’ on a computer, while subjects can see a number of
items at once if they are completing a paper and pencil
questionnaire. Therefore, the equivalence of a paper
and pencil version (PPQ) and a computerized version
of a questionnaire (PCQ) needs to be investigated. In
the guidelines formulated by the American
Psychological Association (APA)4 it is stated that
before using norms or cutting scores obtained from
conventional tests, for the interpretation of scores
obtained with computerised versions researchers
should establish and document the equivalence of the
scores from both versions. The definition of equiva-
lence, as offered by the APA4 is

‘Scores on conventional and computer administra-
tions may be considered equivalent when (a) the
rank order of scores of individuals tested in alter-
native modes closely approximate each other, and
(b) the means, dispersions, and shapes of the score
distributions are approximately the same, or have
been made approximately the same by rescaling
the scores from the computer mode’ (p. 18).

To summarize, in the present study it is questioned
whether the paper and pencil administrations of the
WBQ and DTSQ can be considered equivalent to the
computerized versions of both questionnaires (using
the APA4 definition of equivalence).

Methods

Patients and procedure

In 1996, 105 patients with diabetes mellitus treated at
an out-patient clinic were invited (2 weeks prior to
their control visit) by means of a letter to participate in
the present study. In the letter the goals and the
procedure of the study were explained. It was empha-
sized that not participating in the study would have
no consequences at all for the medical care they would
receive.

Patients older than 16 years were eligible and there
was no upper age limit. Those who were blind or
partially sighted were excluded. All patients were
randomly assigned to group A or group B. Patients in
group A received the PPQ at home by mail, 1 week

before their regular 3-monthly medical control. At the
clinic, they were asked to complete the PCQ after
seeing their physician. A short instruction on the use
of the computer was given by the medical psychol-
ogist or the diabetes nurse. Lastly, patients answered a
short evaluation on the use of both methods of admin-
istration. Patients assigned to group B, completed the
questionnaires in the reversed order.

Instruments

The WBQ is designed to assess depression (six items),
anxiety (six items), energy (four items) and positive
well-being (six items). The responses to each item can
be made by the subject on a 0–3 Likert scale, 
0 indicating that the item had applied ‘not at all’
during the previous few weeks, while 3 indicates that
it had applied ‘all the time’. In previous research, the
WBQ has proved to be a reliable and valid assessment
instrument.1,2,5,6 The WBQ was translated into
Dutch/Flemish in close cooperation with the author
of the WBQ. A back-translation was also undertaken
and revealed no substantial differences with the
original English version. In the present study, the
scoring procedures specified by Bradley2 were used to
calculate scores on the subscales and the overall well-
being scale.

The DTSQ is designed to measure satisfaction with
diabetes treatment regimens in people with diabetes.2

DTSQ scores are recommended to be included in the
basic Diabcare information sheet.3 The questionnaire
consists of eight items: six concerning various aspects
of treatment satisfaction and two items regarding the
perceived frequency of hyper- and hypoglycaemia
during the previous few weeks. 

After completing the questionnaires on the
computer, the patients were requested to answer some
additional questions, for example ‘How often do you
use a personal computer?’ (response categories
(almost) every day, (almost) every week, (almost)
every month, almost never and never). ‘How
easy/difficult is it for you to complete a questionnaire
on a personal computer?’ (response categories very
easy, easy, difficult and very difficult) and ‘Which
method do you prefer?’ (response categories personal
computer, paper and pencil and no preference). 

The test manager MINDS was used to administer
the WBQ and DTSQ by means of a computer.7 The
subjects had to hit the number keys to answer the
questions. After this, they had to press the return key
to acquire a new question. In the computerized
administration, the directions for the operating
program were presented, followed by the standard
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test instructions which were also used in the paper
and pencil questionnaires.2

Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis) were computed. The
Spearman rank correlation coefficient was used as a
measure of association (test–retest reliability), while
the Cronbach’s α of each scale was computed to
provide a measure of the internal consistency.
Wilcoxon matched-pairs, signed-ranks tests, t-tests
and (M)ANOVAs were performed to test the
hypotheses about the means and dispersions.
Multiple comparisons were accomplished through the
Student–Newman–Keuls test.

Results

Enrolment

One hundred and five patients were invited to par-
ticipate in the study; in this sample, 60 patients had
type 1 diabetes. In a randomization procedure, 56
subjects were assigned to group A, while 49 subjects
were allotted to group B.

In group A, 35 patients participated twice (PPQ and
1 week later PCQ), while three patients did not
complete the PPQ and did not visit the clinic. Ten
patients in group A only filled in the PPQ at home (six
of them did not visit the clinic, three were too tired to
fill in the PCQ and one patient had no time after he
had visited the physician). Eight patients in group A
forgot/had no time to fill in the PPQ at home (five of
these patients completed the PCQ at the clinic and
three patients did not turn up).

In group B, 36 patients completed the PCQ at the
clinic and the PPQ at home. Ten subjects did not
participate (two were too tired, three had not enough
time and five patients did not visit the clinic). Three
patients completed the PCQ but did not return the
PPQ. In group A the mean time between the PPQ at
home and the PCQ at the clinic was 6.9 days (SD 2.0
days); while in group B this interval was 7.2 days (SD
3.7 days).

Sample

The mean age of the patients who were invited for the
study (n = 105) was 48.1 years (SD 17.9) and 61% were

female. The amount of glycosylated haemoglobin
(HbA1c) is a widely used measure of metabolic control
during the previous weeks. The mean level of HbA1c

for all invited subjects (n = 105) was 8.1% (SD 1.3%);
there was no difference in HbA1c or type of diabetes
between groups A and B. Age, experience with
computers, education and sex were not statistically
different in groups A and B.

Questionnaire scores

Firstly, the total group that was invited to participate
in the study (n = 105), was randomly divided into two
subgroups; group 1 (n = 53) and group 2 (n = 52). In
group 1, 72% of the subjects completed both the PPQ
and the PCQ, while in group 2 this percentage was
63%. The scores of patients from group 1 were used to
test the hypotheses that there were no differences in
the means and shapes of the distributions of the scores
obtained by the two methods of data collection. Paired
t-tests and Wilcoxon matched-pairs, signed-ranks
tests were performed on four WBQ scales, the total
WBQ scale, the DTSQ scale and two DTSQ items.
Only for the positive well-being scale did the subjects
score significantly higher (t (37) = –3.67, p < 0.01 and 
Z = –3.2, p < 0.01) on the questionnaire which was
presented on the computer. The mean positive well-
being scores on the paper and pencil and the comput-
erized questionnaires were 11.0 and 12.3, respectively. 

To investigate whether this difference was caused
by chance, new paired t-tests and Wilcoxon matched-
pairs, signed-ranks tests were carried out in group 2.
Both statistical tests revealed no significant differences
between the paper and pencil version and the
computer version of the positive well-being scale 
(t (32) = –1.79, p > 0.05 and Z = –1.6, p > 0.05; the PPQ
mean was 12.8 and the PCQ mean was 13.6). A new
significant difference was found for item 3 of the
DTSQ in group 2. Subjects scored higher on the PCQ
(mean 2.6) compared to the PPQ (mean 2.0) t (30) –2.2,
p < 0.05, Z = –1.9, p > 0.05).

Groups 1 and 2 were merged in order to calculate
the mean scores, standard deviations, skewness,
kurtosis and Cronbach’s α of the WBQ scales, DTSQ
scale and DTSQ items 2 and 3 (Table 1). 

In most cases, the skewness and kurtosis of the
scales obtained by the PPQ and the PCQ resembled
each other. However, on the DTSQ scale the PCQ
version had a high positive kurtosis (4.0) when
compared to the PPQ version (1.1). A closer look at the
data revealed that one statistical outlier with a very
low score (8.0) on the DTSQ scale was responsible for
the high positive kurtosis in the PCQ assessment.

Standard and computerised versions of the WBQ and DTSQ
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When the DTSQ score of this subject was removed
from the calculations, the scores of the remaining 78
subjects ranged from 17.0 to 36.0 and had a mean of
31.2, a standard deviation of 4.6, a skewness of –1.2
and the kurtosis dropped to 1.2.

The test–retest correlations for the WBQ subscales
and the DTSQ scale assessed by means of the PPQ and
the PCQ were high, ranging from 0.72 to 0.85
(Spearman rank correlation, Table 2). For groups A
and B, 2 (sequence) × 2 (method) MANOVAs were
performed on the WBQ scales and DTSQ (total scale
and items 2 and 3; Table 2). There was a main effect for
sequence (PPQ plus PCQ versus PCQ plus PPQ) on
DTSQ item 3 (blood sugars unacceptably low; F (1,64)
= 16.6 and p = 0.000). When compared to group A, the
subjects of group B reported significantly more often
that their blood sugars were ‘unacceptably low
recently’. The MANOVAs also showed a main effect of
method on the positive well-being scale (F (1,69) =
16.6 and p = 0.000). Positive well-being also showed a
complex interaction effect (F (1,69) = 9.6, p = 0.003).
The subjects in group A reported a significantly higher

positive well-being on the second assessment (PCQ),
while the subjects of group B reported about the same
score on both assessments. Significant interaction
effects (sequence X method) were also found for the
depression scale (F (1,69) = 4.1 and p = 0.05) and the
energy scale (F (1,69) = 7.9 and p = 0.007). On the
depression and energy scales, the subjects reported a
better well-being at the second assessment. On the
depression scales, the patients in group B scored
overall somewhat higher on both the PPQ and the
PCQ compared to the patients in group A. However,
there was no significant main effect of sequence on
depression. 

Evaluation of the computerized assessment
procedure

Approximately 24% of the subjects who completed
both questionnaires answered that they used a
personal computer (almost) every day, 15% (almost)
every week and 3% (almost) every month. Although
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Table 1. Mean scores, standard deviations, kurtosis, skewness and Cronbach’s α of the WBQ scales, DTSQ scale
and DTSQ items 2 and 3 by method (PPQ or PCQ)

Scale Method Mean SD Kurtosis Skewness α

WBQ depression (PPQ) 3.9 2.8 0.55 0.81 0.73
WBQ depression (PCQ) 3.7 2.8 0.23 0.77 0.64

WBQ anxiety (PPQ) 4.3 4.2 0.93 1.23 0.88
WBQ anxiety (PCQ) 4.3 3.7 0.45 1.00 0.79

WBQ energy (PPQ) 7.7 2.9 –0.14 –0.61 0.87
WBQ energy (PCQ) 8.1 2.7 –0.68 –0.41 0.89

WBQ positive well-being (PPQ) 11.9 4.1 –0.40 –0.52 0.89
WBQ positive well-being (PCQ) 13.3 3.6 –0.03 –0.75 0.84

WBQ total (PPQ) 47.1 12.5 –0.20 –0.65 0.95
WBQ total (PCQ) 49.1 11.2 –0.04 –0.74 0.92

DTSQ (PPQ) 30.4 4.9 1.1 –1.1 0.86
(PCQ) 30.8 5.3 4.0 –1.7 0.82

DTSQ item 2 (PPQ) 2.9 1.7 –1.1 0.12 –
(PCQ) 2.7 1.9 –1.2 0.02 –

DTSQ item 3 (PPQ) 2.3 1.7 –0.8 0.43 –
(PCQ) 2.2 1.7 –0.9 0.34 –



even 58% of the subjects reported that they had rarely
or never used a personal computer, 99% of all the
subjects responded that the questionnaires were easy
or very easy to complete on the personal computer.
Thirty-nine percent had a preference for the PCQ, 15%
for the PPQ and 46% reported to have no preference
for either method of assessment. By means of one-way
ANOVAs, the WBQ and DTSQ scores (PPQ and PCQ)
of patients who reported to have a preference for the
paper and pencil assessment were compared to those
who preferred the PC or had no preference for a mode
of administration. Multiple comparisons by means of
the Student–Newman–Keuls test showed that the
former (PPQ preference) scored significantly higher
on the anxiety scale on the paper and pencil question-
naire as well as the personal computer assessment (the
F ratio’s were 3.7 (p < 0.05) and 2.9 (p < 0.05), respec-
tively). On the PPQ, the mean anxiety scores for
patients with a preference for the personal computer
versus subjects with no preference for either adminis-
tration mode were 4.6 and 3.6, respectively (and 4.0
and 3.7 on the PCQ). Patients with a preference for the
paper-and-pencil questionnaire had mean scores of
7.7 (PPQ) and 6.5 (PCQ) on the anxiety scale. Between
those three groups of subjects, no other significant
differences were found (for age, the other WBQ scales
or the DTSQ scale).

Discussion

The results from this study show that the means of the
WBQ scales, DTSQ scale and the DTSQ items 2 and 3

did not differ significantly between methods of
assessment. The difference in the mean scores on the
PCQ and the PPQ for the positive well-being scale can
be seen as a ‘chance-finding’. The test–retest correla-
tions between the four WBQ scales, DTSQ scale and
two DTSQ items are large enough to conclude that the
rank orders of the scores of the subjects tested in two
modes closely approximated each other. The standard
deviations, skewness and kurtosis on the paper and
pencil assessments were similar to those of the scores
of the computerized administrations. The relatively
high positive kurtosis of the scores obtained in the
PCQ assessment of the DTSQ appeared to be caused
by one outlier. 

The subjects reported a more positive well-being at
the second assessment on both the depression and
energy scales. This result can be interpreted as a carry-
over effect. On the second assessment, the subjects
were familiar with the questions posed in the
questionnaires, which may have influenced the scores
on the two WBQ scales assessed at the second
measurement. However, using the current design it is
difficult to provide a more precise explanation for this
finding. None of the studies in which the WBQ was
used employed a repeated measures design with an
interval of 1 week. In a study described by Bech et al. 6

the WBQ scores of patients who stayed on insulin
injections showed no significant change after 6
months. These data are not very comparable with the
results of the present study, because with an interval
of 6 months, carry-over effects are unlikely to occur.8

Other investigators have found similar findings with
different questionnaires; in three studies in which the

Standard and computerised versions of the WBQ and DTSQ
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Table 2. Multivariate analysis of variance: main and interaction effects of ‘sequence of administration’ and ‘method
of administration’ on the WBQ scales, DTSQ scale and DTSQ items 2 and 3

Effect (F ratio)
Test–Retest
correlations

Sequence Method Interaction (Spearman r)

WBQ depression <1 <1 4.1 (0.05) 0.72
WBQ anxiety <1 1.2 ns <1 0.83
WBQ energy <1 <1 7.9 (0.007) 0.76
WBQ positive well-being <1 16.6 (0.000) 9.6 (0.003) 0.76
WBQ Total <1 5.1 (0.027) 8.9 (0.004) 0.85

DTSQ <1 <1 1.1 ns 0.72
Item 2 <1 <1 1.4 ns 0.61
Item 3 16.6 (0.000) 1.9 ns <1 0.68

The test–retest correlations (Spearman rank correlation) of these variables are also reported; for all correlations 
p = 0.000 and n = 71.



equivalence of a computerized version and a paper
and pencil version of the MMPI were investigated, the
scores also declined (became more positive) from the
first to the second measurement. These studies had
intervals between both assessments which were
comparable to those found in the present study.9–11 An
interaction effect was found for the positive 
well-being scale. The subjects of group B had approx-
imately the same mean score on both assessments
while those of group A reported a higher positive
well-being on the second assessment. It may be that
people actually do tend to feel better after their visit to
the clinic than they do before, particularly if they tend
to worry about things like the medical check up of
their eyes or their HbA1c level. The majority of the
patients will receive good news (e.g. no signs of
retinopathy) instead of bad news (e.g. there are signs
of deterioration) and will thus feel relieved. It may
also be that some patients make special efforts to
reduce their blood glucose level in the weeks before
their clinic visit, which may result in a decrease of
their level of positive well-being (for example as a
result of an increasing number of hypoglycaemic
episodes).

Finally, sequence had a main effect on DTSQ item 3.
The subjects in group B reported significantly more
often that their blood sugars were ‘unacceptably low
recently’. However, t-tests showed that the actual
mean HbA1c (measured in the laboratory of the clinic),
did not differ between groups A and B. The subjects
randomized to group A filled in the DTSQ for the first
time 1 week before their visit to the clinic. At that time,
they had to remember their HbA1c level which was
given to them approximately 3 months earlier. The
patients in group B were asked to complete the DTSQ
for the first time a few minutes after they visited the
doctor and found out their current HbA1c level. This
dissimilarity might explain the differences between
groups A and B.

Although even 58% of the subjects reported that
they had rarely or never used a personal computer,
99% of all the subjects responded that the comput-
erized questionnaires were ‘simple’ or ‘very simple’ to
complete. 

We determined that the personal computer is a
useful tool in assessing the well-being and treatment
satisfaction of patients. The WBQ and DTSQ can easily
and efficiently be administered to a large group of
patients by means of a personal computer. We
conclude that the scale scores in computer administra-
tions of the WBQ and DTSQ are equivalent to the
scores obtained by means of the traditional paper and
pencil administration. The norms and cutting scores

obtained from paper and pencil assessments can be
used in computerized versions of the WBQ and DTSQ
and vice versa.
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